you can't be too careful	^3
Edward Albert wanted was slave music that ministered to him,
so that he could take possession of it, drum with his fingers,
jig with his feet, vocalise as it went on, get up and caper,
stamp on it. That was a bit of all right.
And at Doooer's all the time, Edward Albert and all his
kindred Tewlers without a solitary exception, each after his
or her manner, sustained a continuous unconfessed struggle
to assert themselves. There were differences in finesse and that
was all. And the uneasy peace of the establishment was
maintained by a continual give and take of resolute pretension
and insincere mutual acquiescence.
Thackeray was a novelist with a strange impulse towards
truth-telling, and he wrote for a public that had to be pro-
pitiated and could be propitiated by the bare-faced flattery
of inviting them to share his amusement at the foibles of other
people. His Book of Snobs, broadened out, embraced his
unsuspecting public and himself and all mankind, and showed
our universal effort to escape from insignificance.
[But here a reader protests, quite a nice contented reader,
with a twinkle in her eye. " Not quite universal,** she pleads.
" There are people of good breeding who can be absolutely
unpretentious. I admit the struggle. Nowadays one sees it all
about one. In a time of shifting values, when no one knows
his place, there is a vast amount of pushing and pretending.
Some of it is quite ridiculous. I can't help being amused.
I laugh to myself. But so far as I am concerned, none of these
things make the slightest difference to me. I can assure you.
I'm just simply myself with everyone."
To which the only possible reply is : " Exactly, Madam.*"]
The development of self-assertion in Edward Albert's
mind throughout his teens was by no means confined to such
simply negative reactions as his hatred of lecturers, classical
music and singers. He was giving increased attention to the
effectiveness of his personal appearance. He meditated suits,
with a sub-purple glow, shirts, handkerchiefs and ties to
correspond. Suppose, he thought, he got some gold cuff
links, real gold, and just let his hand lie on the table. . . .
They'd see.

